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EffiSludge for LIFE – Reference Group  
 
Memory notes from on-line RG meeting 20210526 

 
Present via Teams:  
Frank Scholwin, Institut für Biogas 
Fredrik Nilsson, FN Engineering 
Jon Henrik Steinsli, Norske Skog (Guest) 
Terje Hyldmo, BioKraft (Guest) 
Niclas Svensson, Linköping University (Guest) 
Anders Bergvatten, SBF, Sweden (Guest) 
Francesco Ometto, SBF, Sweden  
Anna Karlsson, SBF, Sweden 

 

We started the meeting with a “info-round”: 
Niclas LiU: Much work on the BRC application, also an ongoing project on CO2-valorization of 
biogas.  
Frank: Hydrogen and electricity are the main energy carries in focus, biomethane mainly 
discussed as an intermediate, possibly also as a replacement for natural gas in certain 
applications.  
Jon-Henrik NSS: Skogn is staring up after a longer weekend stop where the secondary 
sedimentation has been maintained. More info on the fiber issue below.  
Terje BK: The CSTR/Multifuel process is running according to plan and investments on a 
additional liquefaction-unit is on it way as a part of the Skogn II project (more details below).  
 
Updates on the project and from site 
The plan for 2021 with a ramp-up of the ECSB to reach full capacity during summer will not 
be realized. Due to problems with high levels of suspended solid in the wastewater the ECSB 
has been more or less shut down since February. NSS is working with the problem and have 
so far replaced the scrapes in the primary sedimentation and increased the pH using alkali. 
Some maintenance in the factory has also been done, the latest adjustments during last 
week so the effect is still to be seen. (Comment added 2021-06-04 is that the ECSB is up and 
running again as the susp-levels are now down at around 200 mg/L). NNS and BK are also 
together looking into different filters options for the wastewater after primary 
sedimentation but it seems hard to find something that can guarantee levels below 400 
mg/L of susp.  
 
The latest BMP test on bio-sludge (taken the 5th of Feb) showed the highest CH4-potential so 
far and also a different pattern of methane formation with much of the gas produced from 
day 20 and onwards. This is likely due to the increased amount of fibers in the bio-sludge 
(how much of the sludge that is fibers could be estimated by looking at the susp values going 
into the AST). The TS of the sludge was also higher than usual.  
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If we look at what has been achieved so far in terms of data towards EffiSludge 
implementation we have the period from September to December 2019 with the ECSB in  
operation in combination with reject water replacing part of the N and P needs for the 
WWT. This means that we have data on reduction in CO2-footprints for both the nutrient 
replacement and for saving of electricity in the aeration while we miss data for operating the 
AST in EffiSludge mode. SBF will have a dialog with Niclas on what can be done with what we 
have towards an LCA of the system and the possibility to use the results from the Vinnova 
model in some way.  
 
A new SS-probe, monitoring the suspended solids in the water going out from the primary 
sedimentation will be installed the 4th of June. An online VFA-analyzer has been installed on 
the loop to the neutralization tank but has not been taken into operation yet.  
 
Anna presented the results from the new simulations using the Vinnova model on questions 
related to the functionality of the AST during ECSB by-pass. As separate report is being 
prepared but the main conclusion is that the dosing of both N and P have to be adjusted to 
manage the increased load on the MLSS in the AST during ECSB by-passes longer than 24 
hours. We should also find out if the is a way to see a risk for increase in filamentous 
bacteria from the model. Added 2021-06-07: answer from RISE that is not possible to 
monitor filamentous bacteria in the model.   
 
We discussed the report on the biogas potential from industrial wastewater that EBA has 
published recently and there were comments on the surprisingly high potentials of 
wastewater from biodiesel production (likely also include press cake that is today used as 
fodder). Good that the pulp and paper industry is highlighted. Later came the suggestion 
that the final EffiSludge workshop could use this report as a sort of starting point for 
discussions on the biogas potential linked to Effisludge and industrial wastewater treatment.  
 
Anders presented some of the plans for Skogn II and Skogn III  
The plan is to double the capacity at Skogn from the present capacity of 12.5 million m3 CH4 
to 25. This will be done in two steps where the first (3.5 million; Skogn II) will be in existing 
plant while the rest (9 million m3) will come in a phase III. Skogn II will also include the 
removal of some bottlenecks including the liquefaction capacity and an upgrading of the 
control system.  
 
 
RG-meeting plan for 2021 

● RG meeting –  6th or 10th September (Skogn). Still hoping for this… so keep fingers crossed 
and calendars open!!  

● RG meeting –  9th December (Linköping) 
● Final event in Stockholm –November/December 2021. This will be planned as a mix of on-line 

and at site. Again likely an IBBA workshop.  
 


